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Purpose of trip: To investigate the sustainability of responsible, homestay tourism in Vicos, Peru  

This research trip aimed to build on my PhD research on responsible, homestay tourism in rural Peru. I 
revisited Vicos, a major study site in my PhD, nine years after my first field work there. Vicos is a rural 
community close to the city of Huaraz, a popular centre for trekking and climbing high in the Cordillera Blanc 
mountain chain in Northern Peru. The community survives through a mixed economy of subsistence and small-
scale commercial farming, working in mining, tourism and in domestic service in nearby towns. The original 
aim of the homestay tourism project was to provide an additional source of sustainable income for the 
community  to survive and protect its culture.  

This trip enabled me to collect more recent data on the economic, social and cultural sustainability of the 
homestay project within a context of increasing socio-economic differentiation in rural communities. It also 
allowed me to explore community strategies of resistance to unequal development. 

Research context 

Peru is experiencing unprecedented economic growth rates and increasingly uneven development (World 
Bank, 2014), typical of neo-liberal development strategies. Tourism has played a key part in the Peruvian 
State’s development plans which most recently focus on the decentralisation and diversification of Peru’s 
tourism products (Mincetur, 2012). These strategies also respond to international tourists’ demands for 
authentic experiences and sustainable products. Moreover, they aim to spread the benefits of tourism beyond 
the centres created by mass tourism. Homestay tourism, which promises both authenticity and sustainability, 
is one of the many niche products which has emerged from these strategies. 

The homestay tourism project in Vicos reflects these trends in many ways. The project was initiated by the 
Mountain Institute and based on the sustainable development principles of economic, social, environmental, 
and cultural sustainability. In terms of economic sustainability, the project was located near popular sites of 
more mainstream tourism, Vicos being easily accessible by road from Huaraz, and near major trekking routes. 
The community also had some experience of tourism: they owned a hotel (long in a state of disrepair) near 
thermal springs popular with local tourists and some members of the community worked as mule drivers in 
the trekking season. Given its proximity to tourist areas and experience of tourism, the community wanted to 
be included in the economic benefits that tourism had to offer. The project initially worked with 8 families in 
the community, funding the building of small tourist lodges near to their homes, and training them in catering 
and entertaining tourists. The community followed traditional customs of managing communal resources 
through shared labour. Therefore, economic and social sustainability would be maintained by following these 
communal traditions. The project promoted environmental and cultural sustainability by being aimed at small 
numbers of responsible tourists who would minimise their impact on the area through their low numbers and 
environmentally and culturally sensitive behaviour. In terms of cultural sustainability, a major aim of the 
project was to revive pride in indigenous culture by show casing aspects of this culture to tourists, for example, 
dress, music and dances, traditional (organic) farming methods. This was a particularly important aim given the 
local and national lack of appreciation and even disrespect of indigenous culture. As part of this project of 
cultural revival, the community asked for a community museum, which was built by the Dutch Embassy.  

Research questions Economic, social and cultural sustainability 

Is the tourism project economically and culturally sustainable?  Are the traditional mechanisms for more 
equitable sharing of work and benefits still in place?  

Findings 

Economic sustainability 

Through interviews with Responsible (Respons) travel agents Guido van Es, Johanna Bishop, Annika Bergmann 
and Pablo Tadeo, leader of the Vicos community-based tourism organisation, I found that although the 
tourism project is still running, it continues to have the issues that existed at the time of my initial field work. 
The fact that the project has survived beyond the extended cycles of funding (which continued until 2009) is a 
major achievement in itself. When I first visited in 2005, the tourism project was just coming out of a five year 
training cycle, which was funded by various development agencies. Its members had overcome initial conflicts 
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with other community members who were opposed to the unequal benefits that the project may have 
brought. They achieved social cohesion through employing traditional mechanisms for sharing benefits: 
providing work for the wider community and materials for the local school. The community also received a 
museum which it requested. It was hoped that, as the project grew, more community members could work in 
the tourism project. The project has not expanded beyond the original 8 families. Although tourist numbers 
have fluctuated, on average they have not increased greatly since the project opened its doors to paying 
guests nine years ago. The project continues to provide work to other community members and also to donate 
to the local school. 

Another challenge came in promoting the project through local tourist agents who were, and continue to be, 
vital in bringing tourists to the community. Initially, local agents were not interested in homestay tourism as 
most are trekking companies and have their own market and products. They especially did not want to pay the 
community for its services, which they saw as being expensive (then US$25, now US$50 per person per night), 
and wanted to bring their own tents and food and to paying a (minimal) camping fee. There was, and still is, a 
conflictive relationship between the community and local travel agents in that the community sees local travel 
agents as being disrespectful of their status as ‘campesinos’. Local travel agents also find the level of their 
Spanish, formal communication and literacy skills problematic. The community sees local travel agents as only 
interested in profit, and are not interested in working with them. On the other hand, local travel agents work 
in an atmosphere of fierce competition for standardised adventure tourism packages, which drives down 
prices (and profits). Their market is mainly backpackers who are looking for the cheapest deal. Currently, a 
tourist can go on a 4-day trek for US$120, whereas  one day/night package in Vicos costs US$50.  

The fact that the project has survived is due to the involvement of committed individuals: namely, the small, 
responsible travel company, Crooked Trails, and Respons, the company established by Guido van Es, 
Responstravel. Both parties have been involved in the Vicos project from the beginning and have been 
instrumental in its economic sustainability. Respons now has an office in Huaraz and a website which 
promotes the project internationally and plays a vital role in sending tourists to Vicos. The office is staffed by 
two dedicated volunteers, who speak Spanish, English and German and have the high levels of communication 
and organisational skills necessary to provide a good service for tourists. Pablo Tadeo, the project leader, also 
works in the office and provides the link with the community. Tourists can book packages in their home 
countries, which include various activities and all travel arrangement, and this makes arranging trips very easy. 
So while some of the issues of promoting the project have been overcome, sustainability still needs to be 
considered. The project has not succeeded in making and maintaining relationships with other travel agencies, 
and therefore has not grown as some of its members would have liked. This also means it may experience 
problems in gaining tourists should its relationship change with either of its current partners. The Respons 
office in Huaraz is subsidised by the company’s business in Cusco (a site of mass tourism) and staffed by non-
Peruvian volunteers. Both of these factors could affect the viability of the project, in that the company may 
decide it is no longer financially viable to have an office in Huaraz and the volunteers may have to be replaced 
if/when they decide to move on. However, Guido van Es, is incredibly committed to the project and it seems 
unlikely that he will terminate his relationship with it. 

Social sustainability: sharing of work and benefits 

The project has not expanded as hoped, and therefore other families have not become involved in homestay 
tourism. However, the financial benefits of being involved in tourism are shared among the wider community 
in the following ways: Respons includes a donation to the community development fund in the price of its 
packages; and the project continues involve to donate materials to the local school; work, such as guiding and 
entertaining tourists with music, is shared among other community members.  

Although the system of sharing tourists between the families through taking turns is still in operation, fewer of 
the 8 families initially involved are still interested in participating in the project. Two of the families are more 
interested in earning money through mining, and will pass up their turn if they are away from home, working 
in the mines. One of the families is becoming too old. There are issues of location as some families are a long 
walk away from the road head, which makes staying there problematic for some tourists. There are also issues 
of uneven quality in the families’ services, for example in levels of comfort and food hygiene. The tourism 
project leader, Pablo Tadeo, has been very proactive in developing his accommodation, which is near the road 
head, and if given a choice, tourists stay with him. 
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Cultural sustainability 

The maintenance of the turn system is a major contributor to both the social and cultural sustainability of the 
project. There are tensions, however, between communal democracy and individual entrepreneurship and 
differences in quality of accommodation and service bring these issues to the fore. While Pablo Tadeo, the 
project’s leader, distributes tourists using the turn system, some of his socios (colleagues) have not maintained 
or improved their accommodation, and  standards of service (most notably food hygiene) have deteriorated in 
some families. This reflects badly on the project as a whole, because tourists will not recommend a project 
where they have had a bad experience. So, the communal system comes into conflict with the contingencies of 
the market.  

While the lack of alliances with other travel agencies has curtailed growth in tourist numbers and expansion of 
the project, the community has benefitted from the autonomy of working with two trusted, culturally sensitive 
agencies. The project members have actually been unwilling to work with other agencies because they fear a 
loss of control. A similar homestay project, funded at the same time by the Mountain Institute, but in 
Humacchuco, a community which is located on nationally famous, picturesque lakes, in an area of mass day 
tourism, has experienced a breakdown of its original principles of social and cultural sustainability. Individual 
families now work with a range of local travel agents, who exercise control by separating families by investing 
in accommodation in return for exclusivity of use. They also increase competition between families and drive 
prices down. These operators do not contribute to the communal fund, which is no longer in operation.  

Another important aspect of the project was revival of pride in indigenous culture and the formation of 
leadership. Pablo derives a great deal of standing in his community through his role as leader of the tourism 
association, and this can be seen as a positive psychological effect of the project. 

Conclusion 

Theoretically, the research reveals some interesting tensions between individual entrepreneurship, market 
pressures and  community traditions and culture. In terms of policy, the research raises some key points for 
the promotion of sustainability in homestay tourism. First and foremost homestay tourism projects need to be 
economically sustainable. That is, they need to survive as businesses beyond being supported by charitable 
funding bodies. Key to their sustainability is the  involvement of responsible travel agents who are sympathetic 
to their communities and who are willing to work with them in the long term. This may mean that projects 
work with very few trusted agents, but that the integrity of the project’s values are protected (for example, the 
social and cultural values of turn-taking). 

Photographs from the research trip

Left-right: Farming in Vicos, Pablo’s neighbour, Pablo, Johanna and myself, the 
Respons office, Vicos, Huascaran Mountain 
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